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Abstract
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) provide a coherent
mathematical framework for planning under uncertainty.
However, exact MDP solution algorithms require the manipulation of a value function, which specifies a value for each
state in the system. Most real-world MDPs are too large
for such a representation to be feasible, preventing the use
of exact MDP algorithms. Various approximate solution algorithms have been proposed, many of which use a linear
combination of basis functions as a compact approximation
to the value function. Almost all of these
 algorithms use an
approximation based on the (weighted) -norm (Euclidean
distance); this approach prevents the application of standard
convergence results for MDP algorithms, all of which are
based on max-norm. This paper makes two contributions.
First, it presents the first approximate MDP solution algorithms — both value and policy iteration — that use maxnorm projection, thereby directly optimizing the quantity required to obtain the best error bounds. Second, it shows how
these algorithms can be applied efficiently in the context of
factored MDPs, where the transition model is specified using
a dynamic Bayesian network.

1 Introduction
Over the last few years, Markov Decision Processes (MDPs)
have been used as the basic semantics for optimal planning
for decision theoretic agents in stochastic environments. In
the MDP framework, the system is modeled via a set of states
which evolve stochastically. The key problem with this representation is that, in virtually any real-life domain, the state
space is quite large. However, many large MDPs have significant internal structure, and can be modeled compactly if the
structure is exploited in the representation.
Factored MDPs [Boutilier et al., 1999] are one approach
to representing large, structured MDPs compactly. In this
framework, a state is implicitly described by an assignment
to some set of state variables. A dynamic Bayesian network
(DBN) [Dean and Kanazawa, 1989] can then allow a compact
representation of the transition model, by exploiting the fact
that the transition of a variable often depends only on a small
number of other variables. Furthermore, the momentary rewards can often also be decomposed as a sum of rewards related to individual variables or small clusters of variables.
Even when a large MDP can be represented compactly,
e.g., in a factored way, solving it exactly is still intractable:
Exact MDP solution algorithms require the manipulation of a
value function, whose representation is linear in the number
of states, which is exponential in the number of state variables. One approach is to approximate the solution using an
approximate value function with a compact representation. A

common choice is the use of linear value functions as an approximation — value functions that are a linear combination
of basis functions.
This paper makes a twofold contribution. First, we provide
a new approach for approximately solving MDPs using a linear value function. Previous approaches to linear function approximation typically have utilized a least squares ( -norm)
approximation to the value function. Least squares approximations are incompatible with most convergence analyses for
MDPs, which are based on max-norm. We provide the first
MDP solution algorithms — both value iteration and policy
iteration — that use a linear max-norm projection to approximate the value function, thereby directly optimizing the quantity required to obtain the best error bounds.
Second, we show how to exploit the structure of the problem in order to apply this technique to factored MDPs.
Our work builds on the ideas of Koller and Parr [1999;
2000], by using factored (linear) value functions, where each
basis function is restricted to some small subset of the domain variables. We show that, for a factored MDP and factored value functions, various key operations can be implemented in closed form without enumerating the entire state
space. Thus, our max-norm algorithms can be implemented
efficiently, even though the size of the state space grows exponentially in the number of variables.
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the two most used: value iteration and policy iteration.
Value iteration relies on the fact that the Bellman operator
is a contraction — it is guaranteed to reduce the max-norm
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3 Solving MDPs with max-norm projections
In many domains, the state space is very large, and we need to
perform our computations using approximate value functions.
A very popular choice is to approximate a value function using linear regression. Here, we define our space of allowable
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Linear value functions: The idea of using linear value
functions for dynamic programming was proposed, initially,
by Bellman et al. [1963] and has been further explored recently [Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1996; Koller and Parr, 1999;
2000]. The basic idea is as follows: in the solution algorithms, whether value or policy iteration, we use only value
functions within / . Whenever
2 the algorithm takes a step that
results in a value function that is outside this space, we
project the result back into the space by2 finding the value
function within the space which is close to . More precisely:
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Unfortunately, these existing algorithms all suffer from a
problem that we might call “norm incompatibility.” When
computing the projection, they all utilize the standard projection operator with respect to  norm or a weighted  norm.
On the other hand, most of the convergence and error analyses
for MDP algorithms utilize max-norm. This incompatibility
has made it difficult to provide error guarantees.
In this section, we propose a new approach that addresses
the issue of norm compatibility. Our key idea is the use of
a projection operator in   norm. This problem has been
studied in the optimization literature as the problem of finding
the Chebyshev solution to an overdetermined linear system of
equations [Cheney, 1982]. The problem is defined as finding
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this projection addresses the norm incompatibility problem.
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  constraints can be represented efficiently, leading to a
tractable algorithm.
Approximate Value iteration: The basic idea of approximate value iteration is quite simple. We define2 an c projection operator Ed that takes
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projection, we can minimize these projection errors directly,
we omit the analysis for lack of space. Note that, in approximate value iteration, the error introduced by successive approximations may grow unboundedly. As we will show, this
cannot happen in approximate policy iteration.
Approximate Policy iteration: As we discussed, policy iteration is composed of two steps: value determination and
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policy improvement. Our algorithm performs the policy improvement step exactly. In the value determination step, the
value function is approximated through a linear combination
of basis functions.
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For the analysis, we define the projection error for
the policy iteration case, i.e., the error resulting! from
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We can now bound the error in the value function resulting
from approximate policy iteration:
Theorem 3.3 In the approximate policy iteration algorithm,
the distance between our approximate value function at iteration and the optimal value function is bounded by:
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In words, the difference between our approximation at iteration and the optimal value function is bounded by the
sum of two terms. The first term is present in standard
policy iteration and goes to zero exponentially fast. The
second is the discounted accumulated projection error and,
as the theorem shows, is bounded.
This second term can
! as the
B
be minimized by < choosing
one that minimizes
ee B ! P 3 %-'.) $  3 %-'.) B #! ee  . Therefore, by performing max-norm projections, we can make the bound on
the theorem as tight as possible.





4 Solving factored MDPs
4.1

Factored MDPs

Our presentation of factored MDPs follows that of [Koller
and Parr, 2000]. In a factored MDP, the set
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where
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\  . A state defines a value \ %
\  for
each variable \ . We define a state transition model using
a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [Dean and Kanazawa,
1989]. " Let \ denote the variable \ at the current time
and \ the variable at the next step. The transition graph
of a DBN 4 is a +Ctwo-layer
directed
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C C+
 " +C C+C " : . &We
nodes are " 
denote
the
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ents of \ in the graph by Parents  \ ."  For simplicity
of exposition, we assume that Parents
\ 1 ; i.e., all
arcs in the DBN are between variables in consecutive time
slices. (This assumption can be relaxed, but our " algorithm becomes somewhat more complex.) Each node \ is associated
  "
with a conditional
probability distribution (CPD)
\ 
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defined to be \
\   " \  , where \ is the value in of
the variables in Parents
\ .
Consider, for example, the problem of optimizing the behavior of a system administrator maintaining a network of
computers. Each machine is connected to some subset of
other machines. In one simple network,
` we might connect the
machines
in
a
ring,
with
machine
connected to machines
` <*
` *
and P . (In this example, we assume addition and
subtraction are performed modulo ). Each machine is asso\ , representing whether
ciated with a binary random variable
"
it has" failed. The parents 9of \ are \ , \ " A 9 , \   . The CPD
true, then \
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of \ is such that if \
9 with high
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i.e., failures tend to persist. If \
false, then
"
\ is a noisy or of its two other parents; i.e., a failure
` in either
of its neighbors can independently cause machine to fail.
We can define the transition dynamics
of an MDP by defin9
   for each action
ing
 a separate DBN model 
. However, in many cases, different actions have very similar transition dynamics, only differing in their effect on some
small set of variables. In particular, in many cases a variable has a default evolution model, which only changes if an
action affects it directly [Boutilier et al., 1999]. Therefore,
as in [Koller and Parr,
9 2000] , we use the notion of a default
transition model
. For each action , we de&
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In our system administrator example, we have an action \
for rebooting each one of the machines, and a default action
for doing nothing. The transition model described above
corresponds to the “do nothing” action, which is also the default transition model. The transition model for \ is different
"
from only
" 9 in the transition model for the variable \ , which
is now \
true with some small fixed probability, regardless of the status of the neighboring machines.
Finally, we need to provide a compact representation of
the reward function. We assume that the reward function is
factored additively into a set of localized reward functions,
each of which only depends on a small set of variables.
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% IR. In our
function for state is defined to be \ >  \
example, we might
have a reward function associated with
`
each machine , which depends on \ .
Factorization may allow us to represent large MDPs very
compactly. However, we must still address the problem of
solving these MDPs. Solution algorithms rely on the ability
to represent value functions and policies, the representations
which requires the same number of parameters as the size of
the space. One might be tempted to believe that factored transition dynamics and rewards would result in a factored value
function, which can thereby be represented compactly. Unfortunately, even in factored MDPs, the value function rarely
has any internal structure [Koller and Parr, 1999].
Koller and Parr [1999] suggest that there are many domains
where our value function might be “close” to structured, i.e.,
well-approximated using a linear combination of functions
each of which refers only to a small number of variables.
More precisely, they define a value function to be a factored
(linear)
6 +C C+value
C 6 8 function if it 6 is a linear function over the ba, where each \ is restricted to some subset of
sis 
variables \ . In our example, we might have basis functions
whose domains are pairs of neighboring machines, e.g., one
basis function which is an indicator function for each of the
four combinations of values for the pair of failure variables.
As shown by Koller and Parr [1999; 2000], factored value
functions provide the key to performing efficient computations over the exponential-sized state sets that we have in factored MDPs. The key insight is that restricted domain functions (including our basis functions) allow certain basic operations to be implemented very efficiently. In the remainder of
this section, we will show that this key insight also applies in
the context of our algorithm.
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4.2

Factored Max-norm Projection

The key computational step in both of our algorithms is the
solution of Eq. (1) using the linear program in Eq. (2). In our

setting, the vectors U and SB are vectors in IR 5 675 , where is
our state space. In the case of factored MDPs, our state space
is a set of9 vectors
4  +C C+C which: are assignments to the state variables
. We can view both SB and U as
N  alsoC+C C their differfunctions of these state variables, and hence
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as a function of ,
which is parameterized by B .
The size of the state space is exponential in the number
of variables. Hence, our goal in this section is to optimize
N
Eq. (1) without explicitly considering each of the exponenhas
tially many states. The key is to use the fact that
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= may or may not depend on B . In the future, we some-
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times drop the superscript B when it is clear from context.
We tackle the problem of a factored solution to the LP in
Eq. (2) in two steps.
Maximizing over the state space: First, assume that U
and
 S\  B  are \ given,\  and
9 that
 our goal
 is simply to compute
SB P ]
, i.e., to9 find
;=? > the state
=  = .
over which is maximized. Recall that
We can maximize such a function
using non-serial dynamic programming [Bertele and Brioschi, 1972] or cost networks [Dechter, 1999]. The idea is virtually identical to variable elimination in a Bayesian network. We review this construction here, as it is a key component in our solution LP.
Our goal is to compute
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where = ' is the instantiation of the variables in = in the
assignment . The key idea is, rather than summing all functions and then doing the maximization, we maximize over
variables one at a time. When maximizing over  , only summands involving  participate in the maximization. For example,
9 assume
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In general, the variable elimination
4 algorithm
C C+C  : maintains a
set  of functions, which initially I 
I . The algorithm then repeats the following steps:

1. Select an uneliminated
variable  ;
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C
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2. Take all  
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;
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 " =  = and introduce it
3. Define a new function 
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 wish tocompute:
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The computational cost of this algorithm is linear in the
number of new “function values” introduced in the elimination process. More precisely, consider the computation of a
new function  whose domain
 is . To compute this function,
we need to compute 
'  different values. The cost of
the algorithm is linear in the overall number of these values,
introduced throughout the algorithm. As shown in [Dechter,
1999], this cost is exponential in the induced C+width
C CD of the
, with
undirected graph defined over the variables 
an edge between  and  if they appear together in one of
the original functions = .
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Factored LP: Now,9 consider
problem of mini ourN  original

mizing F SBQP U F 

 over B . As in Eq. (2),
we want to construct a linear program which performs this optimization. However, we want a compact LP, that avoids an
explicit enumeration of the constraints for the exponentially
many states. The first keyV insight
can replace` the
Y  is \that we
B ; P ] \ for all states —
entire set of constraints — V Y S
N  
\ SB \ P ] \ , or equivby the equivalent
V Y Lconstraint
alently,
. The second key insight is that this
new constraint can be implemented using a construction that
follows the structure of variable elimination in cost networks.
(An identical
V Y construction
  applies to the complementary constraints:
] \ P SB \ .)
Consider any function  used within  (including the original \ ’s), and let be its domain. For any assignment
N
to , we introduce a variable into the linear program
whose
N
N
value represents  . For
the
initial
functions
,
we
include
\
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the constraint that 
\ . As \ is linear in B , this
constraint is linear in the LP variables. Now, consider a new
function
 introduced into  by eliminating a variable  . Let
  +C C C  be the functions extracted from  , and let be the
domain of the resulting  . We introduce a set of constraints:
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the last function generated in the elimination, and recall that
its  domain is empty. Hence, we have only V_
a single
Y   variable
. We introduce the additional constraint
.
To understand this construction, consider our simple exN  assume
ample
we want to express the fact that
V Y2above,
 and

. We first introduce a set of variables
 
    for every instantiation of values  - to the variables
  . Thus, if  and  are both binary, we would have
four such variables. We
  would then introduce a constraint
defining the value of    appropriately.
For example, for
  9
 9 @ 
) and  
our  above, we would have  
. We
would have similar variables and constraints for each = and
each value in = . Note that each of the constraints is a
simple equality constraint involving numerical constants and
perhaps the weight variables B .
Next, we introduce variables for each of the intermediate
expressions.
For example, we would have a set of variables
    ; for each of them, we would have a set of constraints
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greater than this value, which is the maximum of = =
over the entire state space.
The LP, subject to those conV
straints, will minimize , guaranteeing that we find the vector
N
B that achieves the lowest value for this expression. ;
Returning to our original formulation, we have that = =
is SB PZU in one set of constraints and U PZSB in the other.
Hence
is equivalent to the
VZY our new set of constraints
VZY
V original
set:
SB P U and UDP^SB . Minimizing finds the
B that minimizes the   norm, as required.
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4.3

Factored solution algorithms

The factored max-norm projection algorithm described previously is the key to applying our max-norm solution algorithms in the context of factored MDPs.
Approximate value iteration: Let us begin by considering
the value iteration algorithm. As described above, the algorithm repeatedly applies two steps. It first applies the Bell2 # ,! 9
!
#! the
man operator to obtain9
 8 ! B  . Let , be
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! corstationary policy ,
Greedy B
. Note that ,
responds to the maximizing3 policy
the Bellman op%-'.) 9 8 usedforiniteration
erator at iteration , i.e., 8
. Thus,
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we can compute
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B by first computing , !
and then performing a backprojection operation for this fixed
2 +,! 9 3 %('*) <  3 %-'.)
$
B #! . Assume, for the
policy, i.e.,  3
%
.
'
)
is a factored transition model; we discuss
moment, that
the computation of the greedy policy and the resulting transition model below. As discussed by Koller and Parr [1999],
the backprojection operation can be performed efficiently if
the transition model and the value function are both factored
2 # ,!
appropriately. Furthermore, the resulting function
is
also factored, although the factors involve larger domains.
To recap their construction briefly, let be a restricted
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function with domain ; our goal is to compute
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through  as
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set of parents of "  in the transition graph
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Therefore,
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functions: the reward function
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factored, we can perform this computation using the factored
LP discussed in the previous section.
Approximate policy iteration: Policy iteration also iterates through two steps. The policy improvement step simply
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is factored, we can conclude that
is also a matrix whose columns
9 corre3 %-'.)
spond to restricted-domain functions. The target U
corresponds to the reward function, which is assumed to be
factored. Thus, we can again apply our factored LP.
In our discussion so far, we assumed that we have
 some
!  ,
mechanism for computing the greedy policy Greedy B
and that this policy has a compact representation and a factored transition model. As shown in [Koller and Parr, 2000],
the greedy policy relative to a factored value function has the
form of a decision
list.

 More

 precisely,
C C+C  the policy can be writ 
ten in the form  
, where each \
is an assignment of values to some small subset  \ of variables, and each \ is  an action. The optimal action to take in
state is the action = corresponding to the first event = in
the list with which is consistent.
Koller and Parr show the greedy policy can be represented
compactly using such a decision list, and provide an efficient
algorithm for computing it. Unfortunately, as they discuss,
the resulting transition model is usually not factored. Thus,
we cannot simply apply our factored LP construction, as suggested above. However, we can adapt it to deal with this issue.
The basic idea is to introduce cost networks
corresponding

to each branch in the decision list. Let \ be the set of states
for which \ is the first event in the decision list for which
is consistent. Recall that ourV LPY/
construction
defines
a set
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\
of constraints
that
imply
that
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each
`
state . Instead, we will have
for
 a separate set of constraints

the states in each subset \ . For each state in \ , we know
that action \  is taken. Hence, we can apply our construction
above using   — a transition model which
 3 is%-'.) factored by
assumption — in place of the non-factored
.
The only issue is to guarantee that the cost network constraints derived
from this transition model are applied only to

states in \ . Specifically, we must guarantee that they are applied only to states consistent with
` \ , but not to states that are
. To guarantee the first conconsistent with some = for 
dition, we simply instantiate the variables in  \ to take the
values specified in \ . That
our cost network now consid4 is,
 +C C C+ : P \ , and computes
ers only the variables in
9
\.
the maximum only over the states consistent with  \
To guarantee the second condition, we ensure that we do not
impose any constraints on states associated with previous decisions. This is achieved by adding indicators  = for each
previous decision = , with weight P
. These will cause
the constraints
 = associated
` with \ to be trivially satisfied by
states in
for 
. Note that each of these indicators is
a restricted domain function of  = and can be handled in the
same fashion as all other terms in the factored LP. Thus, for
a decision
b list of size  , our factored LP contains constraints
from  cost networks.
It is instructive to compare our max-norm policy iteration
algorithm with   -projection policy iteration algorithm of
Koller and Parr [2000] in terms of computational costs per
iteration and implementation complexity. Computing the  
projection requires (among other things) a series of dot product operations between
functions and backprojected ba6  3 6basis
= . These expressions are easy to
sis functions 3 \
compute if
refers to the transition model of a particular
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Figure 1: Network topologies tested.

action . However, if the policy , is represented as a decision list, as is the result of the policy improvement step,
then this step becomes much more complicated. In particular, for every
` point in the decision list, for every pair of basis
functions
for each assignment to the variables in
  6 \  and  ,  and
 6 =  , it requires the solution of a counting
#
problem which is -complete in general. Although, Koller
and Parr show that this computation can be performed using
a Bayesian Network (BN) inference, the algorithm still requires a BN inference for each one of those assignments at
each point of the decision list. This makes the algorithm very
difficult to implement efficiently in practice.
The max-norm projection, on the other hand, relies on
solving a linear program at every iteration. The size of the
linear program depends on the cost networks generated. As
we discuss, two cost networks are needed for each point in
the decision list. The complexity of each of these cost networks is approximately the same as one of the BN inferences
in the counting problem for the  projection. Overall, for
each point in the decision list, we have a total of two of
these “inferences”,
to one for each assignment
6 
 as  opposed
6=
\
of
#
for
every
pair of basis functions
`
and  . Thus, the max-norm policy iteration algorithm is
substantially less complex computationally than the approach
based on   -projection. Furthermore, the use of linear programming allows us to rely on existing LP packages (such as
CPLEX), which are very highly optimized.
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5 Experimental Results
The factored representation of a value function is most appropriate in certain types of systems: Systems that involve many
variables, but where the strong interactions between the variables are fairly sparse, so that the decoupling of the influence
between variables does not induce an unacceptable loss in
accuracy. As argued by Herbert Simon [1981] in “Architecture of Complexity”, many complex systems have a “nearly
decomposable, hierarchic structure”, with the subsystems of
such systems interacting only weakly between them. We selected to try our algorithm on a problem that we believe characterizes this type of structure.
The problem relates to a system administrator who has to
maintain a network of computers; we experimented with various network architectures, shown in Fig. 1. Machines fail
randomly, and a faulty machine increases the probability that
its neighboring machines will fail. At every time step, the
SysAdmin can go to one machine and reboot it, causing it to
be working in the next time step with high probability. Each
machine receives a reward of 1 when working (except in the
ring, where one machine receives a reward of 2, to introduce
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comparison to

projection; (c) For large models, measuring Bellman error after convergence.

some asymmetry), a zero reward
9 isC given to faulty machines,
) . Note that the additive
and the discount factor is $
structure of the reward function makes it unsuitable for the
tree-structured representation used by Boutilier et al. [1999].
The basis functions included independent indicators for
each machine, with value 1 if it is working and zero otherwise (each, a restricted domain function of a single variable),
and the constant basis, whose value is 1 for all states.
We implemented the factored policy and value iteration algorithms in Matlab, using CPLEX as the LP solver. In our
experiments, most of the time was spent in Matlab generating
the LP constraints; CPLEX is a remarkably efficient and reliable solver, allowing even large LPs to be solved very quickly.
We present only results for policy iteration. The time per iteration was about equal for policy and value iteration, but policy iteration converged in many fewer iterations, only about 4
or 5 iterations in the models we tested.
To evaluate the complexity of the algorithm, tests were performed with increasing number of states, that is, increasing
number of machines on the network. Fig. 2 shows the running
time for increasing problem sizes, for various architectures.
The simplest one is the “Star”, where the backprojection of
each basis function has domain restricted to two variables and
the largest factor in the cost network has domain restricted to
two variables. The most difficult one was the “Bidirectional
Ring”, where factors contain five variables.
Note, the number of states is growing exponentially (indicated by the log scale in Fig. 2), but running times increase
only logarithmically in the number of states, i.e., polynomially in the number of variables. This is illustrated by Fig. 3(a),
where we fit a 3rd order polynomial to the running times
for the “unidirectional ring”. Note, the problem size grows
quadratically with the number of variables: adding a machine
to the network also adds the possible action of fixing that machine. For this problem, the computation cost
 of our  algo  .
 &G 
rithm empirically grows approximately as 
For further evaluation, we measured the error in our ap-

 





and

proximate2 value function relative to the true optimal2value
function . Note that it is only possible to compute
for
small problems; in our case, we were only able to go up to 10
machines. For comparison, we also evaluated the error in the
approximate value function produced by the   -projection
algorithm of Koller and Parr. As we discussed above, the
  projections in factored MDPs by Koller and Parr [2000]
are difficult and time consuming; hence, we were only able
to compare the two algorithms for smaller problems, where
an equivalent   -projection can be implemented using an explicit state space formulation. Results for both algorithms are
presented in Fig. 3(b), showing the relative error of the approximate solutions to the true value function for increasing
problem sizes. The results indicate that, for larger problems,
the max-norm formulation generates
2 a better approximation
of the true optimal value function
than the   -projection.
Here, we used two types of basis functions: the same single
variable basis, and pairwise basis, which also includes indicators for neighboring pairs of machines. As expected, pairwise
basis generated better approximations.
For these small problems, we can also compare the actual
value of the policy generated by our algorithm to the value of
the optimal policy. Here, the value of the policy generated by
our algorithm is much closer to the value of the optimal policy than the error implied by 2
the difference between our approximate value function and . For example, for the “Star”
architecture with one server and up to 6 clients, our approximation
* b with single variable basis functions had relative error
of
, but the policy we generated had the same value as the
optimal policy. In this case, the same was true for the policy
generated by the   projection. In an “Unidirectional Ring”
with 8 machines and pairwise
between
2 basis, the* relative
 , buterror
our approximation and
was
about
)
the
resulting
 loss over the optimal policy. For the
policy only had a
same problem,
the  approximation has  a value function er*b
ror of
, and a true policy loss was
. In other words,
both methods induce policies that have lower errors than the

errors in the approximate value function (at least for small
problems). However, our algorithm continues to outperform
the   algorithm, even relative to actual policy loss.
For the large models, we can no longer compute the correct
value2 function, so we cannot evaluate our results by computing
 FRMP J  @ 2 F   9 . However,
+2 2 the Bellman error, defined as
F
8
P  F  ,can
 beA! used to provide
2
[Williams and
@
P
F
a bound: F

Baird, 1993]. Thus, we use the Bellman error to evaluate our
answers for larger models. Fig. 3(c) shows that the Bellman
error increases very slowly with the number of states.1
Finally, we can look at the actual policies generated in our
experiments. First, we noted that these tended to be short, the
length of the final decision list policy grew approximately linearly with the number of machines. Furthermore, the policy
itself is often fairly intuitive. In the “Ring and Star” architecture, for example, the decision list says: If the server is faulty,
fix the server; else, if another machine is faulty, fix it.



 

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented new algorithms for approximate
value and policy iteration. Unlike previous approaches, our
algorithms directly minimize the   error, and therefore
have better theoretical performance guarantees than algorithms that optimize the   -norm.
We have shown that the   error can be minimized using linear programming, and provided an approach for representing this LP compactly for factored MDPs, allowing these
algorithms to be applied efficiently even for MDPs with exponentially large state spaces. Our algorithms are more efficient and substantially easier to implement than previous algorithms based on the  -projection.
We have presented results on a structured problem, representing a simplified version of a maintenance task. Our results show that our methods scale effectively to very large
factored MDPs, and that our approach can exploit problemspecific structure to efficiently generate approximate solutions to complex problems.
The success of our algorithm depends on our ability to capture the most important structure in the value function using
a linear factored approximation. This ability, in turn, depends
on the choice of the basis functions and on the properties of
the domain. The algorithm currently requires the designer
to specify the factored basis functions. This is a limitation
compared to other algorithms (e.g., [Dearden and Boutilier,
1997]), which are fully automated. However, our experiments
indicate that a few simple rules are often quite successful in
designing a basis. First, we ensure that the reward function is
representable by our basis. A simple basis that, in addition,
contains a separate set of indicators for each variable is often
successful. We can also add indicators over pairs of variables;
most simply, we can choose these according to the DBN transition model, where an indicator is added between variables
1

Note that computing the Bellman error involves a maximization over the state space. Thus, the complexity of this computation
grows exponentially with the number of variables. However, this
maximization can be performed by a cost network using the same
construction as in our max-norm projection.
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and each one of the variables in Parents \ , thus representing one-step influences. This procedure can be extended,
adding more basis to represent more influences as required.
Thus, the structure of the DBN gives us indications of how to
choose the basis functions. Other sources of prior knowledge
can also be included for further specifying the basis.
The quality of our approximation also depends strongly on
the structure of the domain. As we discussed above, our approximation is most successful in systems where variables are
tightly coupled to only a small number of other variables. We
believe that, for systems of this type, an approximation as a
factored linear value function can be very accurate.
There are many possible extensions to this work. In particular, we hope to extend our algorithms to utilize other types
of structure in the representation. One interesting direction
involves factored action models, where multiple actions are
taken simultaneously. Another involves the use of asymmetries (context-specificity) in the value function, as in the work
of Dearden and Boutilier [1997], providing a complementary
source of structure to the factorization used in our work.
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